Theorem.
For each transfinite cardinal number b$a, there exists a complete Boolean algebra, of power 2^a, having property (*).
Proof. Let P be the set of all finite sequences of ordinal numbers <toa, i.e., let a typical element of P be (xo, • • • , x") where each Xi<a>". Let the elements of P be ordered as follows: (xo, • • • , x") = (yo, • ■ • i ym) H and only if m^n and x,-^y; for i^m. For each element p in P let A(p) = {x | x^p, x£P}. Let 73 be the family of all maximal residual subsets of P, together with a zero element, ordered by set inclusion. For each residual subset X of P let M(X) be the maximal residual subset of P in which X is cofinal. The power of P is E* N" = N«-The subset D = {y11 y£ = (£), £ <coa} of P is such that A(yi)r\A(yv) is empty for l~7*v. For each £<coa let gj^yj and let Q= {qi | £<co"}. Let Z be the family of all possible sets Q. The power of Z is 2h«. For QX^Q2 in Z,
Consequently there are at least, and thus exactly, 2^<* elements in B. For each element N9*0 in B, let 7(A) be the principal ideal generated by N. Clearly 7(A) consists of N and all elements X of B such that X^N.
To prove that the ideal 7(Ni) is algebraically isomorphic to the ideal 7(A2) for arbitrary Ai, N2, 9*0, it is sufficient to show that 7(Ai) is order-isomorphic2 to 7(A2). To prove this it is sufficient to show that for arbitrary N9*0 in B, 7(A) is order-isomorphic to 7(4(0)), where 4(0)= \p\p^i0), pQP}. Note that "0" in " (0)" is the integer zero. We now observe that for each maximal residual set N, there is a subset E(A) = {p( |£ < wa} of A such that (1) Aipi)P\A{pv) is empty for %9*v; and (2) U{<a>" Aip£) is a cofinal subset of N.
For example, suppose that {g}WjzT|y} is the set of maximal elements of N, with q = ixo, • ■ • , x"). One possible selection of E(A) is {zT |t| W{ (x0, ■ ■ ■ , x", x)|x<w"}.
Let N9*0 be an arbitrary element of B. There exists E(A0 satisfying (1) and (2) above. Let E(4(0)) = {x{|£<wa} satisfy (1) and (2) above. It is evident from the definition of P that each A ip() is orderisomorphic, under a mapping/{ to 4(xj). Let R be any nonzero element of 7(A). Then E is a nonempty subset of N. Let
Trivially/is order preserving. Suppose that Ai and N2 are two distinct elements of 7(A). Since Ni9*N2, there exists pi in E(A) such that either NiC\Aip{) is not cofinal in N2C\Aipi) or vice-versa. Assume the former, an analogous argument holding if the latter. Then filN^Aipi)]
is not cofinal in/5[A2fVl(££)]. Thus/(TV,) is not cofinal in /(A2). Consequently/ must be one to one. Let T be any maximal residual set ^(0). Let3 R = M\ U h\Aixf) C\ T)\ 2 The partially ordered set (S, g) is order-isomorphic to the partially ordered set (T, g') if there exists a one to one mapping/, called an order-isomorphism, of S onto Tsuch that Si^st for arbitrary si and ij in 5 if and only if/($i) S'/(s2).
*/_1 is the inverse of the onto function/.
It is easily verified that/(P) = T. Thus/ is onto. Hence/ is an orderisomorphism of I(N) onto I(A (0)). This proves the theorem.
The problem arises as to whether or not for some ^j, any two complete Boolean algebras, both having the same power Si^a and both having property (*), are isomorphic. The answer is in the negative as we now show. Let «■ = N»,+1 E 2*{. be any element of Q and po<qo in B. The element p0 exists since P is a cofinal subset of 73-{o} and thus cofinal in Q. Suppose that for each i^n, pi and qt are elements of P and Q respectively such that pi<qt. Let qn+i be an element of Q and pn+i of P such that pn+i<qn+i <p,.. qn+i and pn+i exist due to the cofinal properties of P and Q in 73 -{0}. In this way we obtain the two simply ordered sets {pn\ n <«} and \qn\ n<w}. Since u> is not cofinal in wMS+1 it readily follows that there must exist an element qa in Q such that qw<qi for each integer i. Then there exists an element pu in P such that pa<qa. Then {£$|£^to} is a simply ordered subset of P of order type l+w*. But this is impossible since the construction of P demands that each simply ordered subset of P be either finite or of order type w*. Consequently B is not isomorphic to C. Bibliography 1. S. Ginsburg, A class of everywhere branching sets, Duke Math. J. vol. 20 (1953) pp. 521-526.
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